Abstract-This paper presents a novel channel assignment approach to support local broadcast in multi-radio multi-channel (MR-MC) wireless networks. The proposed algorithm intelligently assigns channels to each node based on superimposed codes. By applying superimposed codes, each node can easily locate a common channel shared with its s-closest neighbors. Under certain conditions, it is proved that our solution is able to solve the exposed terminal problem as well as the hidden terminal problem. Furthermore, with our channel assignment for local broadcast, most traditional MAC/routing protocols, though designed for single-radio single-channel (SR-SC) wireless networks, can possibly adapt to MR-MC wireless networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
With recent advancements in wireless technology, the utilization of multiple radios and multiple channels provides an opportunity to greatly improve network capacity. In multi-radio multi-channel (MR-MC) wireless networks, nodes can communicate with multiple neighboring nodes simultaneously over different channels, and thus the network performance can be significantly improved through concurrent transmissions.
However, MR-MC wireless networks also bring in a challenge in supporting local broadcast. As defined in [1] , local broadcast provides the capability for a packet transmitted by a node potentially to be received by all neighbors. It plays an important role in wireless communication, especially in the scenarios of efficiently disseminating information in the network, i.e., beaconing, broadcasting, efficient routing, etc. Unfortunately, since neighboring pairs of nodes tend to use different channels in MR-MC wireless networks, neighborhood communications may no longer share a common channel, thereby preclude local broadcast and lead to network topology changes and inefficient communications.
Therefore, a key challenge in MR-MC wireless networks is to provide effective support for local broadcast, in order to improve communication efficiency. For example, if all nodes in the network fix an interface on some common channel, local broadcast can be easily achieved over that channel. But interference is produced among neighboring nodes and other channel resources are wasted. On the other hand, if nodes tune into different channels, some neighboring nodes may not share any common channel, thereby reduce the efficiency of beaconing/local broadcast and result in extra transmissions in neighborhood communication.
In supporting local broadcast in MR-MC wireless networks, a node should share at least one common channel with its neighbors, and two neighbors should utilize different channels for local broadcast if their neighborhood is different. However, current channel coordination/assignment approaches lack a support of local broadcast in MR-MC wireless networks: as neighboring nodes tend to use different channels for transmission, the sender has to separately transmit a packet on multiple channels to achieve local broadcast. Thus, the cost of local broadcast in MR-MC networks can be more expensive than that in single-radio single-channel (SR-SC) networks.
Additionally, since the dynamic channel coordination/assignment may result in topology changes, it may break neighborhood connectivity and further lead to inefficient routing or even network partition. This pitfall renders most traditional wireless MAC/routing protocols inapplicable in MR-MC wireless networks, since most of these protocols assume that a node can always communicate with its neighbors within its transmission range.
In this paper we propose a novel channel assignment algorithm aiming at providing effective support of local broadcast in MR-MC wireless networks. If the neighborhood of each node in the network is different, this algorithm intelligently assigns a channel to each node for local broadcast. To be specific, our algorithm first computes a channel assignment matrix, with each column representing a channel assignment codeword. Then each node randomly picks a unique column from the matrix. With simple binary AND/OR operations on the codewords obtained from neighboring nodes, each node can locate a common channel shared with its onehop neighbors. Based on our analysis, this algorithm can solve the exposed terminal problem and the hidden terminal problem under certain conditions. Simulation study indicates that our algorithm can greatly alleviate communication interference without introducing complex coordination/scheduling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the channel coordination/assignment techniques in MR-MC wireless networks and introduces the background knowledge on superimposed disjunct code. In Section III, we present the network model. Section IV details our channel assignment algorithm. Section V studies its properties and performance on interference and Section VI provides a short discussion on its additional properties. Section VII summarizes our work and concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

A. Channel Coordination in MR-MC networks
Local broadcast has been widely used in various wireless communication scenarios, i.e., beaconing, broadcasting, and routing, to efficiently disseminate information in the network. The approach used to support local broadcast in MR-MC wireless networks depends on the techniques in use for channel coordination, which can be classified into two categories: static and dynamic.
Static approaches [2] [3] coordinate nodes on a fixed channel. It needs simple coordination, but wastes the multi-channel resources and may lead to undesirable interference during beaconing/local broadcast. Dynamic channel coordination allows each node dynamically meet with others on different channels [4] [5] . It makes good use of channel resources, but requires complex scheduling/channel coordination as well as synchronization. Furthermore, channel switch may incur extra delay, overhead, and topology changes, sometimes even leads to network partition.
For example, when channels are coordinated through periodic rendezvous/pseudorandom sequence on a common channel [4] [5], local broadcast can be done during the rendezvous interval. Compared with SR-SC networks, this technique does not increase the local broadcast cost, but increases the transmission delay, requires tight clock synchronization, and produces extra overhead during channel switch. In techniques where nodes use different fixed channels, a node may have to transmit the local broadcast packet multiple times over different channels, which incurs higher overhead than that in SR-SC wireless networks.
A hybrid Dynamic Channel Assignment approach (DCA) is proposed in [6] . In DCA, there are one control channel and multiple data channels. One radio stays on the control channel for exchanging control messages to coordinate data channels, and the other radios dynamically switch to one of the data channels for transmission. A similar technique is adopted by Krishna et al. [7] to design a centralized interference-aware hybrid channel coordination algorithm. The proposed algorithm forces one radio on each node to operate on a default channel. Based on multi-radio conflict graph built over the estimated interference, the Breadth-First-Search channel assignment server assigns channels to other radios. Another hybrid approach with loose synchronization is proposed in [8] . In this approach, each node fixes one radio on some channel (different nodes possibly use different fixed channels), while the remaining radios of the node dynamically switch to the fixed channels of its neighboring nodes.
However, most approaches mentioned above are designed for unicast. They require either complex scheduling/coordination, or extra transmissions over different channels for local broadcast, both leading to undesired delay, overheads or inefficiency. To our best knowledge, the most related work is proposed in [9] , which provides heuristic approaches to decrease broadcast latency in MR-MC wireless mesh networks. In this paper, we propose a novel method to realize local broadcast effectively and efficiently based on superimposed s-disjunct codes.
B. s-disjunct codes
Given two binary codewords (vectors) y and z with the same length, we say that y covers z if the Boolean sum y z = y. A binary code can be represented as a binary matrix, with each column corresponding to a codeword.
Superimposed code (SC):
A N × t binary matrix X is called a superimposed code of length N , size t, strength 
s-disjunct Code:
A binary matrix X is called an sdisjunct code if and only if it has the property that the Boolean sum of any s codewords in X does not cover any codeword not in that set of s codewords.
Based on the definitions above, a superimposed (s, 1, N)-code is an s-disjunct code. Taking the (3, 1, 13)-code shown in Fig. 1 as an example, the Boolean sum of the first 3 codewords of X is X(1) X(2) X(3) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0) , which doesn't cover any other codeword of X but the codewords themselves used in the computation of the boolean sum.
According to the s-disjunct characteristic of superimposed s-disjunct codes, we derive the following important property: . We will not discuss these construction methods in this paper.
III. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a static wireless network with nodes arbitrarily distributed on a plane. This network can be modelled with a directed graph G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes in the network, and E is the set of directed links for communication. Given a node u ∈ V , let N (u) denote the set of neighboring nodes within node u's transmission range, N i (u) denote the i-th closest neighboring node of u, N 2 (u) denote the set of nodes that may interfere node u's transmission. Note that N (u) is a subset of N 2 (u). When local broadcast is needed at node u, u's neighbors will tune one of their radios on u's local broadcast channel.
We also assume there exist N orthogonal channels in the network. A local broadcast transmission on channel k, where k ∈ 1, · · · , N, is successful if and only if all potential interferers in the neighborhood of the receivers are silent on channel k during the transmission.
IV. A CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM FOR LOCAL BROADCAST
In this section, we describe our channel assignment algorithm to support local broadcast, based on the superimposed s-disjunct code.
We assume that for any node u in the network, the node set {N (u)} is unique. Based on Property 2.1, we can construct a connection between s-disjunct codes and channel assignments to support local broadcast in MR-MC wireless networks.
A. The Channel Assignment Algorithm
Given an MR-MC wireless network with N available channels, we generate a superimposed s-disjunct code X as the channel assignment matrix, where X is a N × t binary matrix, with N representing the number of channels, and t representing the number of nodes in the network.
Each node u in the network picks a unique codeword from X, denoted by X(u), as its channel assignment codeword. Each element of X(u) corresponds to a channel and its 1/0 value represents that this channel can be used or not.
Let X(N 2 (u)) denote the set of channel assignment codewords of the node set N 2 (u), the set of interferers of node u. We propose our algorithm (Algorithm 1) to locate one channel for node u's local broadcast. The basic idea can be stated as follows: for ∀u ∈ V , node u first identifies those channels not being used by any of its s-closest neighbors. According to Property 2.1, node u can always find such a channel. If there are more than one channel available, u picks the one that is in least use among u's all other interferers:
Compute the mathematical sum of the codewords from node u' (s + 1)-th closest neighbor to its |N 2 (u)|-th closest neighbor
Find the least used channels from channelOptions 8: if size(channelOptions2) > 1 then 9 :
Randomly select a channel from channelOptions2 10: else 11: CH u = channelOptions2 12: end if 13: else 14: CH u = channelOptions 15: end if 16: return CH u 17: end function
The inputs to Algorithm 1 include X(u) and X(N 2 (u)). We first compute the Boolean sum (N s (u) ). Then B u , a binary vector whose value '1' corresponds to the rows having a value '0' in X(N 1 (u)), · · · , X(N s (u)) and a value '1' in X(u), is computed. These rows represent the channels not being used by any of the sclosest interferers, except u itself. Node u puts these channels into channelOptions. If channelOptions contains more than one channel, node u selects the least used one among u's all other interferers', namely
Example: Take the superimposed 3-disjunct code X in Fig 1 as an example. Given a node u, its  3 closest neighboring nodes v, w, z, and its twohop neighbors a, b, c, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1) , and B u = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) . Therefore channelOptions = {1, 10}, and channelOptions2 = {1, 10}. Then we randomly choose a channel from the channel set {1, 10} for node u's local broadcast.
d. Suppose X(u) = X(1), X(v) = X(2), X(w) = X(3), X(z) = X(4), X(a) = X(5), X(b) = X(6), X(c) = X(7) and X(d) = X(8), respectively. According to the algorithm, BOOLSU M N (u) = (
According to Property 2.1, with the neighborhood channel assignment codewords, each node in the network can always find one channel for local broadcast, and the selected channel is guaranteed not to be used by its s closest neighbors.
B. Enhanced Neighborhood Connectivity Design
Note that for a superimposed s-disjunct code of length N and size t, the upper bound of s is limited by N [16] (s can be as large as N − 1 when N = t). Therefore in our proposed algorithm, s, representing the neighborhood connectivity, cannot be a large number if the number of available channels N in the network is small. However, this should not be a restriction on the application of our channel assignment algorithm in IEEE 802.16 based MR-MC wireless networks [17] . The OFDMA technique in IEEE 802.16e [18] [19] allows bandwidth to be divided into many lower-speed subchannels to increase resistance to multi-path interference. Typically a large number of non-overlapping orthogonal sub-channels may be available for simultaneous transmissions. Therefore, in this type of MR-MC wireless networks s could be sufficiently large because of the large number of available non-overlapping orthogonal sub-channels.
Since the non-overlapping channels in 802.11 standards are limited (3 non-overlapping channels in IEEE 802.11b/g; 12 non-overlapping channels in the original IEEE 802.11a), s in 802.11 wireless networks is limited to some small number, which may affect the network connectivity and lead to inefficient communication. Therefore, in order to apply the algorithm in such networks, the nodes in the network should be carefully deployed such that each node has a small number of neighbors while the network is still connected.
Note that a superimposed s-disjunct code guarantees success in the case of s or less number of neighbors, but it is very likely that we still have disjunct property with more than s codewords. Here we introduce the definition of α-almost s-disjunct code proposed in [20] [21] : A binary matrix is α-almost s-disjunct if for any randomly selected set of s columns, the probability that they cover no other column is at least α. Taking the superimposed (3, 1, 13)-code in Fig.1 as an example. The superimposed (3, 1, 13)-code is 1-almost 3-disjunct, 0.98-almost 4-disjunct, 0.91-almost 5-disjunct, and 0.6-almost 6-disjunct, as shown in Fig. 2 . This means that we can extend s to a larger number. In other words, we first divide the channel assignment codewords into subsets where the codewords in each subset hold the disjunct property with a larger s. Then neighboring nodes pick channel assignment options (codewords) from a subset instead of the whole set.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we study the properties of our channel assignment algorithm for local broadcast. We conclude that our algorithm can solve the exposed terminal problem and the hidden terminal problem under certain conditions. The simulation study indicates that in the general case our algorithm significantly alleviate the communication interference in the network. Proof. Let X(u) and X(v) denote the channel assignment codewords of node u and node v respectively. Based on the s + 1 channel assignment codewords obtained from node u and its s nearest neighboring nodes, according to Property 2.1, node u can locate a channel for local broadcast. The row in X corresponding to the local broadcast channel intersects X(u) with a value '1' and the other s columns of N (u) with a value '0'. Let X k denote this row.
Since node v is a neighboring node of node u, it is easily to see that the value of X(v) at the row X k is 0, which means that the channel corresponding to the row X k is never assigned to node v for local broadcast.
Same argument holds for node v. Therefore, every pair of neighboring nodes u and v use different channels for local broadcast. They cause no interference between each other.
The hidden/exposed terminal problems are wellknown phenomenons in wireless networks due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. For example, in Fig. 3(a) , when node A is transmitting data to node B, the hidden terminal problem occurs when node C, which is unaware of the ongoing transmission, attempts to transmit, thus causing collision at node B; in Fig.3(b) , when node B is transmitting data to node A, the exposed terminal problem occurs when node C, which is aware of the ongoing transmission, refrains to communicate with D, thus causing degraded network throughput. With the proposed algorithms in Section IV, we can prove that the exposed/hidden terminal problems during local broadcast can be solved under certain conditions.
Theorem 5.2:
If ∀u ∈ V , |N (u)| ≤ s holds, with the proposed channel assignment algorithm, the exposed terminal problem during local broadcast in MR-MC wireless networks can be solved.
Proof. Given any two nodes B and C that can potentially result in the exposed terminal problem, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . According to Theorem 5.1, since node B and node C are neighbors, they use different channels and are free of interference for local broadcast.
Therefore there is no interference during local broadcast among neighboring nodes in the network. The exposed terminal problem can be solved in the network.
Theorem 5.3:
If |N 2 (u)| ≤ s holds for ∀u ∈ V , with the proposed channel assignment algorithm, the hidden terminal problem during local broadcast in MR-MC wireless networks can be solved.
Proof. Given any two nodes A and C that can potentially result in the hidden terminal problem, as shown in Fig.3(a) . According to Algorithm 1, node A selects a channel whose corresponding row has a value '1' in X(A) and a value '0' in X(C). Namely the channel selected by node A cannot be used by node C. According to Property 2.1, node A can always find such a channel for local broadcast.
The same argument holds for node C. Hence, node A and C use different channels and are free of interference during local broadcast.
Therefore, there is no interference during local broadcast in the network. The hidden terminal problem can be solved in the network.
B. Simulation Study
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we conduct a comparative study between our algorithm and the random channel assignment scheme (in which each node randomly chooses a channel for the local broadcast) via simulation.
In the simulation we have considered an area of 100×100 square unit with 13 randomly deployed nodes. The average node degree is set to 3. We assume that the number of local broadcasts generated in the network during one second follows the Poisson distribution with a mean λ (the local broadcast generating rate). The simulation setup is as follows:
• The total simulation time is 500 seconds;
• All simulation results are averaged over 20 different static topologies; • Under each topology, the transmission range of each node is fixed such that the average node degree in the network is 3; • The number of available channels in the network is set to 13; • The local broadcast generating rate λ is chosen from 3, 4, · · · , 9 for each simulation. During the simulation, in order to track and evaluate the interference in the network, we use the number of nodes that are interfered per second as our performance metric. Fig 4 shows that our algorithm has much fewer nodes interfered in the network than that of the random channel assignment scheme. It is also interesting to observe that when λ increases, the number of nodes interfered increases at a slower speed in our algorithm than that in the random channel assignment scheme. From the analysis and the simulation results shown above, we conclude that based on our channel assignment scheme, the exposed/hidden terminal problems can be relieved because every pair of one-hop neighboring nodes (two-hop neighboring nodes) tend to use different channels for local broadcast. The interference can be reduced by at least 80% in our algorithm compared with that in the random channel assignment scheme, as shown in Fig.4 .
VI. DISCUSSION
Fairness is another important issue in channel utilization in wireless networks. Since the number of '1's in each column of X is a constant, each node in the network is assigned with the same number of channels in its channel assignment codeword, which guarantees fairness.
There is an important property of our channel assignment algorithm: the channels selected for local broadcast can be considered as the common channels shared by neighboring nodes. This leads to a major difference of our algorithm and current channel assignment approaches in MR-MC wireless mesh networks.
In current channel assignment approaches in MR-MC wireless networks, most of them are designed for unicast, therefore lacking the support of local broadcast. As indicated in [1] [9], a channel assignment that performs well for unicast does not necessarily support local broadcast. It is possible that two nodes close to each other in distance but cannot communicate with each other because they do not share a common channel. Sometimes a node can communicate with the nodes far from it, but cannot communicate with the nodes close to it. Our algorithm can be considered as a complement solution to those protocols for local broadcast.
Note that most traditional MAC and routing protocols in SR-SC wireless networks are designed based on the following distance criteria: if nodes are within each other's transmission range, they can communicate with each other. Because the distance criteria is not well supported in current channel assignment approaches in MR-MC wireless networks, the applicability of traditional MAC and routing protocols is greatly limited in MR-MC wireless networks.
However, if |N (u)| ≤ s holds for ∀u ∈ V in the network, with the proposed algorithm, traditional MAC and routing protocols can easily be adapted to MR-MC wireless networks, because our algorithm sustains the distance criteria: for neighboring nodes within each other's transmission range, they share a common channel for communication
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel channel assignment algorithm based on the superimposed sdisjunct codes to efficiently support local broadcast in multi-radio multi-channel wireless networks. In our analysis and simulation study, it is shown that this algorithm has the ability to relieve the exposed/hidden terminal problems and provides local broadcast with much fewer collisions/interferences than the random channel assignment scheme. In addition, our algorithm provides a practical way that makes traditional wireless MAC/routing protocols adaptable in MR-MC wireless networks. As a future research, we plan to further evaluate this algorithm on testbeds of MR-MC wireless networks.
